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ABSTRACT 

Demonstrated le that the »aIn features of the high-rigidity solar 
ovigineted anlsotropy can be explained in terns of regular particle motion 
• without diffusion being involved - in the large scale interplanetary mag
netic field /IMF/. A simple model of the IMP is adopted with a corotatlng 
warped current sheet separating the two polarities. Tha warped shape of the 
current sheet is essential in producing anisotropy. By calculating energy 
loss along various computed trajectories, the resulting sidereal, solar and 
antlsidereal variations are determined for both the pre- and post-1969 epochs. 
The predicted variations turn out fairly stable against changing the para
meters of the IMP model. The sense and amplitude of the polarity dependent 
sidereal vectors are compatible with those established experimentally. Also 
reproduced is the prediction of corotation as well as the 3hr phase of the 
semidiurnal wave. The corotation Is found to be near perfeot at 50 GV while 
it decreases at 100 GV. The model presented accounts for the ohange of solar 
daily variation taking place in 1969. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 
Анизотропия солнечного происхождения, наблюдаемая при высоких энерги

ях, объяснена без предположения диффузии на основе регулярного движения частиц 
в межпланетном магнитном поле. Выбрана простая модель, в которой области различ
ных полярностей магнитного поля разделяются волнообразным нейтральным слоем 
врашаюшим вместе со солнцем. Волнообразная структура нейтрального слоя сущест
венна для того, чтобы получить анизотропию. На основе потери энергии вдоль 
разных траекторий частиц даются суточные и эвеэдносуточные вариации интенсив
ности на эпохи до и после 1969 г. Полученные вариации слабо зависят от выбран
ных параметров модели межпланетного магнитного поля. Фаза и амплитуда звечд-
носуточной вариации даются в соответствии с наблюдениями . Получены и эффект 
коротации а также и полусуточная вариация с фазой около 3 часов. Коротаиия 
найдется почти польным при жесткости 50 GV и уменьшается при больших жесткос-
тях. Представленная модель тоже объясняет изменение суточной вариации наблюден
ное в 1969 г. 

IIV0NAT 

Megmutatjuk, hogy a nagy energián észlelt szoláris eredetű anizotró
pia magyarázható a bolygóközi térben végbemenő reguláris mozgás alapján, a-
nélkul, hogy diffúziós mozgást vennénk figyelembe. A bolygóközi mágneses tér
re egyszerű modellt tételezünk fel, amelyben a különböző polaritásu tartomá
nyokat egy, a nappal együttforgó hullámos felület választja el, A felület 
hullámos alakjának döntő szerepe van az anizotrópia létrehozásában. A külön
böző pályákon létrejövő energiaváltozások alapján meghatározzuk a napi és 
cslllagnapi intenzitásváltozásokat az 1969 előtti és utáni időszakokra. A 
számitott változások csekély mértékben függenek a modell paramétereinek meg
választásától. A polaritástól függ,) cslllagnapi vektorok iránya és nagysága 
összefér a megfigyelésekkel. Modellünk reprodukálja a korotáclós elmélet jós
latait és a félnapos változás Jóra körüli fázisát. Az együttforgás csaknem 
teljes 50 GeV energián, magasabb energián viszont csökken. Modellünk ugyan
csak magyarázatot ad a napi hullám 19o9-ben észlelt megváltozására is. 



1. INTRODUCTIOH 

In the recent years several studies have been devoted to the rela
tion of cosmic ray anisotropy with the polarity of the Interplanetary mag
netic field /IMP/, numerous experiments /Swinson 1970, 1976a,b, Bercovltch 
1971, Mori et al 1976, Yasue et al 1977, Humble and Penton 1977/ have estab
lished that the marked difference of sidereal variation in the different 
sectors extends from neutron monitor energies up to underground muon measure
ments. At lower energies, observations are explained by the antisymmetric 
term of diffusion in a natural way /Urch and Gleeson, 1971/. Radial density 
gradient gives rise to B«VH stream directing perpendicularly to the ec
liptic plane up от downward depending on the sense of the IMP. However, at 
higher rigidities - above say 50 GV - several difficulties emerge in inter
preting the observations in terms of density gradient. Swinson /1976a/ has 
pointed out that the radiel gradient needed would be higher than that ex
pected from direct gradient measurements made at lower energies. On the other 
hand, high rigidity particles are insensitive to the irregularities of the 
IMP thus, instead of diffusion, regular motion in the large-scale IMP becomes 
predominant. The B*VH streaming is obtained only under the condition that 
the large-scale IMP is fairly constant within the range of, at least, few 
gyroradii whereas the guiding centre of a 100 GV particle may as well be in 
another sector. 

Swinson /1976b/ has suggested that the variability of sidereal vari
ation could be attributed to energy change due to the large-scale electric 
field which changes to opposite direction in different sectors. In the pre
sent paper, we endeavour to investigate the anisotropy introduced by the large 
scale electric field. Particle trajectories will be calculated to obtain the 
energy loss suffered in the solar system. In our considerations, no diffusion 
is included, it is assumed that regular motion dominates at the rigidities 
considered. We restrict ourselves to solar originated anieotropy. The dis
tortion of a genuine galactic anieotropy due to deflection in the large-scale 
IMP /I.e. the "optics" of the IMP/ has been studied in detail by Marsden et 
el /1976/ and Savies et al /1978/ 

It is known from the Liouvillc theorem that potential field does not 
produce aniootropy /Gleeson, 1969/. The obeerved sector structure of the IMP 
proven, however, that the magnetic field changes in time and - as a consequ
ence - the electric field is of non-potential. The simplest, idealized IMP 
model with the different polarities being separated by the plane of hello-
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equator gives no sector structure. The two basic alternatives can be illust
rated most clearly in the frame of this simplified model. 

/1/ The continuous Injection of magnetic flux from the solar wind 
may produce a curl £ term at the boundary of the solar system. This model 
/referred to as open model in what follows/ results in a sidereal variation 
with opposite phases on the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, respectively 
A6ta, 1976/. 

/11/ The physically more probable alternative is that the injection 
of magnetic flux Is balanced by field line reconnect Ion in the outer region 
of the solar system. The resulting steady-state equilibrium /referred to as 
closed M F model/ then gives rise to no anisotropy. 

In this work, we consider the latter case, i.e. state of equilibrium 
with the difference, however, that the corotatlng current sheet will be as
sumed to be warped in accordance with present models of the IMP /Svalgaard 
and Wilcox 1976, Smith et al 1978/. It will be found that the warped neutral 
sheet corotating with the Sun is able to account for essentially all feature? 
of the solar and sidereal variations observed at high rigidities. 

2. MAGNETIC FIELD MODEL 
' We adopt a classical spiral field corotating with the Sun. The elec

tric field is determined from the condition that there should be no electric 
field in the solar wind frame. The forn of uiagnetic and electric fields are 
the following: 

B r - B 0 (a/r) 2 ; jrr - 0 
B e - 0 ; l e - B0(a/r) (а Я/с) cosO /1/ 
Вф - -B 0(a/r) cos© ; Цт о 

r being the radial distance from the Sun, a«l AU and Q being the angular 
velocity of the rotating Sun /0-2.7 10 s / . 0 and | represent hellolatl-
tude and longitude, respectively. В is the radial component of the IMF at 
r-a, В 0"*2.5 gamma, the sign depending on the position's being above or below 
the current sheet. The field is asmuned to point outward everyv/here above the 
separating sheet /crudely, on the Northern Hemisphere/ and inward below the 
current sheet for the post-1969 epoch. The reverse field is used for the pre-
1969 epoch. The equation describing the sheet separating the two polarltien 
is: 

sinO - sinö 0 cos £(• - í?t + r/a) /21 

the argument of th* cosine referring to the footpoint of thr; fiold line whore 
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I t connects tik« Sun. 0 o repreaeat the latitude-apread of tlio sector bound
ary while n stands for Hi« number of sectors. In the above fonalas we made 
use of Y*ßa, • being ths solar wind Telocity. 

Ьмгиг loas 

It follows fro» tha Liowrllle theorea that the change of flux, J, 
la related to the change of energy, £, suffered in the solar systea: 

AJ/J - (Í+2)AE/B ; 4E(t) . Ze J ?.ds /3/ 

with X denoting the negative exponent of the differential energy spectrum. 

Ze stands for the electric charge, the integral should be taken along the 

trajectory of the particle reaching the observer at the time, t. 

It is noted that the change of magnetic flux is restricted to the 

sector boundary. Thus, electric potentials can be introduced separately for 

the regions above and below the neutral sheet, respectively: 

Í ; 

150ein0 IMVJ , pre-1969 
/4/ 

150 sin 0 [MVJ , post-1969 

The potentials ф_ and <}>„ applying to the Northern and Southern regions 
are, in general, different at the sector boundary. Calculating the energy 
loss essentially reduces to adding up the potential jumps at the places where 
trajectories intersect the neutral sheet. This ensures that the danger of ac
cumulation of inaccuracies in evaluating the integral /3/ can be avoided. 

How to terminate the IMF ? 

It is a matter of subtlety whether field lines of different polari
ties reconnect In the outer solar system or join the intersellar field lines. 
We consider a closed field line configuration. Por the sake of simple math
ematics, we arbitrarily compress the region of field line reconnection to a 
narrow shell at the boundary of the helio-magnetosphere, at 20 AU heliocent
ric distance. Figure 1 shows a schematic picture of the INF model chosen. 

As for the electric field, £ = ( B » V ) / C does not apply in the outer 
region where reconnection takes place. There ia, however, another, more gener
al way, i.e. determining the electric field directly from the Maxwelllan equa
tions. Once the magnetic fi*?ld ia set, the electric field 1з determined. The 
remaining freedom ia a potential field which, in turn, gives no contribution 
to the aniootropy. It is found that field line reconnection inevitably pro
duce» additional curl 2. term at the outer bound.iry in the (-0-, +0 O) belt. 
This demands that an nrfditlonal potential, <b-, be introduced with: 
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•в - * ¥ a B o í a f t / c ) tan^-sinV • einaarcainffgl H /5/ 

the potential jump between ф ~ and <Ьц or ф « should be taken into account 
if particle trajectory intersects the juter boundary in the (-£^§+6^) •«!*• 

The calculations showed that the inner solar system is the important 

region in producing anisotropy. Particle trajectories are lees deflected at 

large heliocentric distances thus the resulting anisotrupies are expected to 

be insensitive to the slse of the solar system and to the IMF model chosen in 

the outer regions. Indeed, the results obtained for R-5A0/R being the size 

of the solar system/ were slightly different from those for R-20 AU . Cal

culations were also performed by simply cutting the IMP at R-20AU. Again, 

the anisotropics slightly differed from those obtained for the closed IMP 

configuration. 

Symmetry of the IMP model 

In the model we adopted, there is neither a priori North-South 

asymmetry nor preferential longitudinal direction. Hence, it follows that 

the same field and energy loss should be experienced along trajectories be

longing ^o Northerr. geographical latitude in IN sector and those belonging 

to the conjugate Southern latitude in OUT sector half-a-year later at the 

same local solar time. The immediate consequences of this symmetry are: 

/i/ Solar variation and even harmonics of sidereal and antioidereal 

variations should be the same for Northern observer in IN /OUT/ sector and 

for conjugate Southern observer in OUT /IN/ sector, respectively. 

/il/ Odd harmonics of eidereal and antlsidereal variations should 

be opposite for Horthern observer in IN /OUT/ sector and for Southern ob

server in OUT /IN/ sector, respectively. 

The IN and OUT sidereal vectors should be opposite of each other at 

equatorial direction of scan unless the modulation region is asymmetric or a 

fraction of genuine galactic anisotropy is present. At other latitudes, how

ever, - though the IN-OUT difference is the same for conjugate stations -

the IN and OUT vectors are opposite of each other if, and only if, the an-

lsotropy can be attributed to a simple streaming containing no higher har

monics. This is, in general, not met. To extract the possible fullest in

formation on the nature of the sidereal variation, IN and OUT vectors should 

be compared separately with the conjugate OUT and IN vectors, respectively. 

This hue been carried out in the work of Itonkó et al /1978/. 
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3. RESULTS AHD DISCUSSION 

To obtain energy losses we computed the trajectories of 50, 100, 
300 and 1000 GV positively charged particles in the large-scale IMF, i.e. 
anti-particles were released fro* the Kirth in various directions. The IMF 
model outlined above was used with R-20 AU, 0 «=20° rind n-2 /four sectors/. 
Feing interested primarily in polarity dependence we always placed the Earth 
>t the »»act centre of both III and OUT sectors, which was expected to give 
the most pronounced effect. Calculated were both the closed IMF model taking 
boundary effect? into account and the open IMF model simply cutting the IMF 
at R=20AU. Here we report on tho results obtained for the closed model and 
note that results were slightly different for the open model. 

Six positions of the Earth /placed bi-monthly/ and 1? directions of 
son /bi-hourly/ were considered to obtain time variations. This enabled us 
to evaluate the predicted sidereal, solar and antisidereal w.jves. Trajecto
ries were computed for three geographical latitudes: 45°H, equatorial and 
45 c3. V.'e made use of the symmetry mentioned in the previous section, by cal
culating the variations in IN sector we obtained, at the same time, those 
for OUT sector, too. 

The various daily harmonics were calculated on the basis of 6*32 «= 
7? trajectories and no averaging was performed over various positions of the 
Eartn An the sector. This, obviously, my introduce some uncertainty. Before 
turning to the detailed discussion, we scrutinize the information content of 
the results obtained. 

Reliability of the results 

In order to get a hint on the fluctuations involved and find out 
how meaningful our results are, we tested how nensitive the predicted vari
ations are to the change of the parameters chosen. For talo purpose, one of 
the cases /equatorial direction of scan, in the pre-1969 epoch/ was examined 
also by changing some of the parameters one-by-one leaving the others un
altered. The following changes were made: 

- ^=12° instead of 20° 
- n=2, i.e. two sectors instead of four 

the Jtíarth being placed ?i'.5° off-centre position in the Hector 
- 6C GV rigidity instead of 50 GV 

The sidereal lot harmonic» and aolar 1st und 2nd harmonica obtained 
nre depicted in Figure ?.. :Jiderei'l vectors refer to IN nectoi', they are exact
ly opposite in OUT sector, llolar vector« «re identical in both one torn. I»)-
rpectior. of Y\r,.V- Rhov;s that tho vector» exhibit a clear tendency in all three? 
cares. The ru;.liter of vectorn tjh ar aclcrizor, the uncertainty due to havin/* 
mmev/hat arbi tr-T.y parameters and ptnall ramplf of t.r ' ,)oc torieo. The r-»r\r.r and 
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amplitude of the predicted sidereal vectors are coapatible with experimental 
findings. The solar vectors turn out in remarkable agreement with the predic
tion of corotation as well as with the observed 3 hr of phase of the second 
harmonic. The consensus of predictions for the various parameters allows the 
conclusion to be drawa that the calculated harmonics - although being subject 
to some fluctuation - can be regarded as typical. 

In what follows, we turn to the detailed study of individual har
monics in the pre- and post-1969 epochs, respectively. Bearing in mind the 
possible uncertainties we attach significance to the IH-OUT deviations or 
changes to take place in 1969 only in those cases when there is a consensus, 
I.e. similar trend is found for the various energies and latitudes aa well. 

Sidereal dally variation 

The predicted sidereal vectors are shown in Figure 3 for both IN and 
OUT sectors. Considered are 50, 100, 300 and 1000 GV particles, and 45°N and 
equatorial directions of scan both before and after 1969. The OUT vectors not 
drawn for the equatorial direction are opposite to the IN vectors. The sense 
of the IH-OUT difference is in fair agreement, in each case, with the general 
character established experimentally over a wide range of energy. The ampli
tude of.the sidereal wave turns out to decrease roughly with the inverse of 
rigidity /the energy loss remaining near constant/. The predicted amplitudes 
are not incompatible with those obtained in underground measurements of 150 -
300 GV mean rigidities. 

There seems to be an indication that the phases of the predicted 
sidereal waveo tend to shift toward earlier hours /by about 1-2 hr/ after 
1969. Similar tendency may be noticed in the IH-OUT difference vectors ob
served at Fit. Chacaltaya /Swinson, 1976a/. Of course, this statement is, at 
this stage, rather tentative and more rigorous analysis would be needed to 
deliver convincing evidence. It may be worth to mention that the calculated 
phases deviate from 6 or 18 hr i.e. from the phases expected from an aniso-
tropy perpendicular to the ecliptic plane. This is probably connected with 
tue 7.5° inclination of the sol;ir rotational axis to the ecliptic. 

With respect to the search for genuine galactic aniaotropy, it is 
crucially important to know the limiting energy up to which solar originated 
sidereal variation may extend. Our calculation suggest that an ^0.0? per 
cent of IN-OUT difference may ntill exist at rigiditits even as high as 
1000 GV. Thi3 value is below the noiue level of the ]oatina experiment 
/Penton et nl, 1977/. It should nlso be mentioned, however, that IN and OUT 
vectors tend to cancel each other in measurements of equatorial direction of 
scan. This supports that the variation detected by the London incline'! tele
scope /Dnviee et nl, 1970/ lr, frrcr of яо1яг effecta. 
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Solar diurnal variation 

The calculated solar vectors are depicted in Figure 4 for rigidi
ties 50 and 100 GV. Above 100 GV solar waves diminish rapidly /see Pig. 2 for 
300 GV /, faster than the Inverse rigidity. Corotation tnrns ont to be almost 
perfect at 50 GV while it is smaller at 100 GV . The results obtained imply 
that the warped neutral sheet corotating with the Sun is - even without dif
fusion being involved - able to make cosmic rays corotate. It seems plausible 
that the limiting rigidity of cor о tat ion should be connected with the par
ticle gyroradiuo and the latitude-spread of тле sector boundary. The latter, 
in our model, is about 0.34 AD at the Earth's orbit, and corotatlon starts 
to decrease - in accordance with this - between 50 and 100 GV. The long term 
variation of the upper limiting rigidity of corotation may - in the frame of 
our model - be attributed to the change of shape of the neutral sheet. In 
Pig. 2 there seems to be an indication that thinner spread of the sector 
structure / 0 = 1 2 ° / gives rise to smaller value, i.e. more rapid decrease of 
corotation. This - although may be accidental only - is consistent with the 
expectation that corotation should diminish as the gyroradius of particles 
reaches the latitude-spread of the rotating neutral sheet. Our results sug
gest, at the same time, that - instead of sudden cut-off - there should be 
a transition region of gradually decreasing corotation. Future more detailed 
work will be devoted to the study of this transition region. 

A remarkable feature of the model calculation presented here is that 
it predicts the change of solar diurnal vector in 1969 when it decreased and 
its phase shifted toward earlier hours. Duggal and Pomerants /1975/ nave 
pointed out that the observed change cannot be explained in terms of varia
tions in the spectrum of corotation. Similar results has been arrived at by 
levies and Thambyahpillai /1977/ who concluded that a radial streaming vary
ing with 22-year cycle should also be present. The change of solar diurnal 
vector may be interpreted es a result of the change of particle drift in con
nection with the reversal of the solar magnetic field. Before 1969» drift 
was such that we, at the Earth, observed galactic particles entering the solar 
system mainly at the helloequatorlal region while particles had easier access 
to the Earth from the polar regions after 1969 /Jokipii et al, 1977/. It 
seems conceivable that the particles' having lees chance to experience sev
eral encounters with the rotating current sheet resulted in less effective 
corotation in the post-1969 epoch. 

As for the difference of the IU and OUT daily vectors, Swinson 
/1976a/ has found that they well agree in phase but the OUT vector is somewhat 
larger. This difference is too tiny to reveal in our model calculation. It 
Bay ав well originate in a possible North-South asymmetry of the heliosphere 
which has not been included in our model. We obtained, on the other hand, a 
phase difference between the IN and OUT vectors. Its яспзе is, however, found 
to be opposite for 50 and 100 GV, respectively. Thus wy do not attach signifi
cance to this deviation, it may be due to mere fluctuation. 
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Semi-diurnal and antloldere.il variations 

The solar semi-diurnal vector ob^iined /Figure 5/ Is in fair agr«**'-
ment with the experimentally observed 3 hr of phap« for both III and OUT sec
tor«, and pre- and poet-196'J epochs. The amplitudes predicted at 50 CT are 
compatible with the value of *»0.? per cent deduced by Magashima et al /1977/ 
for the free-space anisotropy. 

The antisidereal variation predicted for 45°H geographical latitude 
has common origin with the semi-diurnal variation. The second harmonic of the 
three-dimensional free-space anisotropy produces - because of purely geomet
rical causes - antisidereal variation, too /Hagashima et al 1973, Kóta 1975/. 
Having sin(2A) latitude dependence / A being geographical latitude/ this 
antißidereal wave should -vanish at the equator. At the latitude 45°H, on the 
other hand, its phase should be around 24 hr while the ratio of antisidereal 
to semi-diurnal amplitudes should be **0.8. Both these expectations are met 
in the model calculation /see Figure 6/. 

We do not examine the significance of the antisidereal wave appear
ing .or equatorial direction. It docs not show steady tendency if the para
meters of the IMP model are changed. Ito preoence - if ignific.irt - indicate 
a rather complex structure of the anisotropy. 

4. SUMMARY 

It has been demonstrated that the main features of the high energy 
anisiotropy /sidereal, nolar and antisidereal harmonic»/ may be explained in 
terms of regular particle notion in the large scale IMP. The warped shape of 
the corotating neutral sheet is essential in producing ani;otropy, it should 
be emphasized that there would be no anisotropy whatsoever in the frome or 
the model presented if the neutral sheet coincided with the helioequatorial 
plane. In addition to the existence of corotatlon, the present model also 
accounts for its decrease between 50 and 100 GV as well as for the chance of 
solar daily variation observed in 1%9 in connection with the reversal of thn 
solar magnetic field. 

The IMF model chosen may not be the most realistic. We adopted, for 
the oake of simplicity, npherical heliosphere and clansical npiral IMP which 
war, terminated by reconnecting the field lines at the outer boundary of the 
helioophcre. This model in the mathematically simplent one satisfying the 
Haxwcllian equations and containing, at the same time, a warped current nheel, 
corotattng with tho ,Jun. The rual IMF may differ from thin Pimple model in 
litany renpoctn. Field lim; reconnrotinn phould take- plarp gradually which aJ«o 
may ßiv rir;'' to Ы-ndinß of tho firjd lines toward the hrl Joo'iunto« inl piám-. 

http://antloldere.il
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Tfce kelloophere шоу ао «oi l to eeaelderakly eleagatea I s the direction of the 
interstellar win*. I m t t t é l a M , the fact «ко« «ко predicted saloetrcplee 
termed oot to to fairly stable againat changing tko paiaaHaia of tko OOP i s 
encosraglng and еоще1а tkot о aero realiatl« Df» ao4«l weald roaalt l a 
aodificetlone tot ao «rootle rhiags« l a the oalootrofioa wltk reapeet- to 
tkooo oatliacd kor«. 

Dlffaaiea certainly ksceaae essential ot lover r lg ld i t l eo . Banden 
eeatterlag lacreooeo tao traaolt t la* of galoot!« partleloa la tao oolor ayo-
toa thao drift-effect», «klek weald decrees« propartleaally wltk r igidity 
otherwise, remain algalfleoat. Aiiatotle eaoUag give« aailtloaol tora to 
the energy looo oo well . Cfcaiely, oao aoy expect dlffoalen to to lapot teat 
when the aeon free path »•asasa loaa tkaa the ckaroeterlotle aealo of the 
IMP, i . e . otoat 1 1 0 , 

When argalag that density gradient aoiel «ooo not apply at higher 
rlgldit lea we do by ao aoaaa Леву the exlotenee of о denolty gradient. Oar 
aodel doea Involve a density gradient which oomld to evolaoted hy ealenlatlag 
energy loaa along trajectories starting froa vsrlons heliocentric dlotaaeea. 
By doing thia the validity of tho density grodlent aoie l conld to essoined. 
this la the tank of a fatare work. 
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I \ . FIELD LINE 
4 RECONNECTfON 

BOUNDARY OF 
fCLIOMAGNETOSPrt'.Rf:: 

Figure 1 
.'Jchenbitlc view of the IMP model adopted. Field line reconnection 
1я comprepsed to a narrow Hhell «t the boundary of the spherical 
heliOMphere. Solid lines in the meridian cross sectional view in
dicate sheets of nonvinifihing curlf . Different potentials apply 

on the two aides of these sheets. 
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Figure 2 

Sidereal let end solar 1st and 2nd harmonics obtained for equatorial direc
tion of seen in the pre-1969 epoch. Sidereal OUT vectors are opposite of the 
IN vectors. Nunbers refer to changing the paramétere with respect to case 1 . 
1: 0 O»2O°, n«4 /four sectors/, Karth in central position in the sector; 
7: 0°«12of 3: n-2; 4i Berth in off-centre position} 5: 60 OV rigidity. 
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SDEREAL 
45*N tf EQUATOR 

50GV 

300GV 

Figure 3 
Calculated sidereal variation for 45°N and equatorial latitudes. Post-1969 
vectors are drawn from the endpoints of pre-1969 vectors. Equatorial OUT 
vectors ere opposite of the IN vectors, IN /OUT/ vectors fox 45°S were op
posite of the OUT /IN/ vectors for 45°N. Bashed vector, A, refers to ever-

agea of IN end OUT vectors. 
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Figure 4 
Calculated solar 1st harmonics fo. 45°N and equatorial directions. 
vectors are identical for IN and OUT oolarities, respectively. The 
vectors for 45°3 were identical with the CUT /I1T/ vectors for 45°S. Note 

similar change of vec-согз in 1?69. 
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Figur« 5 
Calculated aolar aecond harmonica for *5°H and 

equatorial latitudes. 
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Figure 6 
Calculated antieidereal variation for 45°H and equatorial di
rections of scan. For 45°S, the IN /OUT/ vector» were opposite 
to the OUT / M / vectors obtained for 45 N, 
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